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Competencies Profile for Library Branch Assistant 
This set of competencies is intended to capture the nature and scope of work typically assigned to a non-professional branch assistant in a multi-branch library system.  It is based on such a position in the Elgin County Library.  The profile draws from the Public Service category, as well as Personal/Interpersonal and Technology categories.  
This profile includes the following skill sets:  
	Communication

Ethics & Values
Learning & Personal Growth
Interpersonal Relationships
Customer Service
Access Services
Readers’ Advisory
Reference 
Patron Training
Marketing of Collections
Programming (all ages)
Marketing 
	Technology Core Competencies

Communication
Competency: Practices conversation as a valuable means of exploring ideas and making sense together.
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Shows equal regard for every voice in the conversation

Values multiple perspectives and differences of opinion as openings to new aspects of the truth
Actively conveys attention, respect, and curiosity
Contributes to the conversation, speaking, listening and making connections 
Uses questions to delve into, open up, explore and connect the full diversity of thinking
Shares responsibility for the quality of the conversation and the achievement of expected outcomes. 
Competency: Communicates effectively using a variety of methods
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Communicates openly and directly, both verbally and in writing

Identifies issues and ideas and provides information that is accurate and timely
Presents ideas in a manner that is clear and concise, with an appropriate level of enthusiasm
Checks with listeners to ensure message has been received as intended and comprehended
Demonstrates proficient writing skills (good grammar and sentence construction, accurate spelling, logical thought)
Demonstrates the technical skills and protocols for communicating electronically.
Competency: Communicates effectively with a variety of audiences and individuals from diverse backgrounds
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Speaks and writes in ways that are professional, welcoming and appropriate for different audiences

Demonstrates proficient public-speaking skills (articulation, strong delivery, appropriate animation)
Accommodates and deals effectively with the perceptions, perspectives and communication styles of different audiences
Fosters an inclusive, affirming and respectful climate for communication.
 Competency: Selects and applies the most appropriate and effective communication skills to meet situational needs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Communicates effectively to elicit information and to obtain consensus, persuade, instruct and/or motivate

Understands and practices techniques of active listening and open-ended questioning
Selects appropriate communication strategies to manage conflict constructively
Demonstrates negotiation skills to secure beneficial outcomes.

Collaborative Relationships
Competency: Develops and maintains healthy relationships with others to achieve common goals
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:     
	Possesses self knowledge and awareness of one’s own behaviour in group situations

Treats everyone with camaraderie, honesty, respect and fairness, building an environment of trust
Contributes to a collaborative, committed and collegial work environment
Understands and embraces individual and organizational diversity
Values differences of opinion and listens with openness and curiosity
Acknowledges own strengths and contributions, and recognizes the complementary strengths and contributions of others
Recognizes the need for improvement, both in self and others
Shares knowledge gained through professional discussions, conferences, formal courses and informal channels with colleagues, customers and stakeholders
Gives and receives constructive feedback.

Competency: Works collaboratively in teams or groups
 Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Contributes constructively to the achievement of the team’s goals and objectives

Assumes shared responsibility for collaborative work, and values the individual contributions made by each team member
Contributes to a creative problem-solving environment and works toward mutually acceptable solutions, regardless of position or level
Participates actively in information-gathering and decision-making in order to promote the best interests of the team and the library 
Manages own and, as appropriate, others’ time effectively to deliver work on time
Finds opportunities to help others develop new ideas and achieve their full potential
Gives and receives coaching and/or mentoring to/from team members as appropriate.

Competency: Demonstrates an aptitude for collective problem solving 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Generates shared responsibility for problem solving and engages multiple perspectives

Demonstrates familiarity with a problem solving process/framework
Gathers information from a variety of sources
Engages people in both creative and critical thinking
Contributes best thinking to deciding on the right course of action based on the information available
Debriefs and learns from successful and unsuccessful decisions and implementations.

Competency: Practices informal leadership
 Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Influences others in a positive way, generating buy-in and enthusiasm for organizational mission and vision

Encourages others to get involved and engage in organizational initiatives
Helps others be successful and contributes to overall library success
Considers new ideas/new ways of doing things
Asks probing questions in order to understand and build on others’ ideas
Champions innovation and improvements to service
Models excellence by engaging in desired behaviours and service standards
Provides visible support for others during times of stress or crisis  
Steps forward to lead as needed and as appropriate.

Competency: Employs effective strategies to manage organizational politics, conflict and difficult co-worker behaviours
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Understands that organizations (including libraries) are inherently political and develops strategies to become an effective player

Understands a variety of difficult behavior patterns and develops responses appropriate to each
Routinely examines own behavior, accepts accountability for own actions and adjusts appropriately
Practices patience and tact in diffusing volatile situations and striving for agreement as necessary
Understands and applies strategies for conflict resolution.

Learning & Growth Mindset
Competency: Pursues a commitment to self-directed learning
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Practices ongoing self improvement in response to self-awareness and feedback from others

Identifies as a lifelong learner and assumes responsibility for one's own learning 
Develops one's learning capacity by honing critical and creative thinking skills
Asks questions to expand one's understanding and knowledge 
Seeks exposure to new ideas, both within and beyond the library field, and stretches beyond one’s comfort zone.

Competency: Manages the ongoing development of competencies and the advancement of one's career  
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Actively pursues personal and professional growth through continuing education, including formal and informal training opportunities in a variety of formats

Pursues new information and ideas in order to stay current
Develops strategies for keeping up with new technologies 
Identifies learning needs and creates a learning path to achieve them 
Formulates a career plan that guides ongoing learning and development choices 
Recognizes the value of professional networking and actively participates in learning communities and/or professional associations
Seeks opportunities to apply new knowledge and to share experiences, research and best practices with colleagues.

Competency: Anticipates and adapts to change with a sense of optimism and opportunity
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:       
	Develops the flexibility to accept change and the resilience to adapt with curiosity and enthusiasm

Welcomes change as an opportunity to build a better future together 
Adapts to varied roles, responsibilities and circumstances 
Works to achieve excellence in service amidst a climate of ambiguity
Anticipates future trends and recommends changes in priority or direction that are aligned with organizational goals and service demands
Explores and adopts new technologies for their potential to deliver new ideas, products and services
Proposes pilot projects as a way of experimenting with change
Keeps a positive attitude in the face of challenges and unanticipated changes
Supports self and others in pursuit of a healthy, balanced lifestyle; understands that health and wellness strengthen resilience and adaptability.
Competency:  Pursues creative and innovative approaches to library service 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Uses a wide variety of idea creation techniques, such as brainstorming

Demonstrates imagination, curiosity and playfulness 
Works creatively with others, staying open to diverse ideas and perspectives
Seeks innovative advances in public library service from other libraries
Applies ideas for service innovation from other sectors and industries 
Demonstrates ability to move from idea to implementation, putting innovation into action
Acts on creative ideas to make useful contributions to the library, the community and/or the library field
Views failure as an opportunity to learn.

Ethics & Values
Competency: Demonstrates an active commitment to service that guides work performance
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Conveys a willingness to help in a manner that is warm, welcoming and approachable

Keeps the customer and customer service in the forefront when considering/ making decisions
Understands how every task and function is part of a dynamic system that contributes to quality service
Recognizes exceptional service when it happens in the library and tells others about it
Challenges the status quo in order to improve service.
Competency: Understands and acts in accordance with the professional values and ethics of library service
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:  
	Understands the history of the public library and its role in society, both in general and in the particular local community

Endorses the mission, values and vision of the library
Advocates universal access to information and ideas through free library service, including access to the Internet and information technology
Understands and promotes intellectual freedom and freedom of information
Understands privacy issues and protects user confidentiality
Provides equitable access by removing barriers and creating an environment that encourages all residents to use the services of the library
Welcomes and values diversity.
 Competency: Demonstrates a strong work ethic and personal accountability  
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:     
	Practices time management and punctuality

Acts with moral integrity and is known to be reliable and dependable
Accepts responsibility for actions and work performance
Organizes and prioritizes work to accomplish multiple objectives effectively and efficiently
Strives to be successful in completing assignments and overall work performance
Seeks challenging work and new opportunities
Works conscientiously and without needing constant supervision.

Competency: Demonstrates loyalty and commitment to the organization
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Works as a team player, contributing to the overall success of the library

Acts for the greater good and in the library's best interests
Aligns work performance and learning goals with organizational values 
Shares information and feedback in a manner that is helpful and constructive
Contributes to the organizational decision making when consulted
Respects and supports organizational decisions
Complies with organizational policies and procedures
Champions the library on and off the job!

Customer Service
Competency: Provides assistance to library users in a manner that is warm, welcoming and respectful 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Uses every interaction as an opportunity to cultivate a lifelong relationship with the library 

Conveys a willingness to help that puts customers at ease
Makes every customer feel important and that they have come to the right place
Uses a smile, eye contact and body language to communicate focused attention
Listens carefully to understand the customer’s request and the context for that request
Empathizes with the customer and withholds judgment, regardless of the nature of the request
Explains to the customer the steps or process involved in meeting his or her needs
Takes personal responsibility for customer satisfaction at the end of every interaction.
Competency: Pro-actively pursues opportunities to assist library users, anticipating needs and exceeding expectations 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Approaches customers to offer assistance

Understands barriers to using the library and tries to assist in ways that minimize the barriers
Exceeds customer expectations by going above and beyond
Anticipates customers’ needs through observation and conversation with customers
Engages in conversation with co-workers in order to better understand library use patterns and customer needs.


Competency: Demonstrates comfort in assisting library users with disabilities and accommodating special needs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands the accessibility principles of dignity, independence, integration and equal opportunity

Communicates with a person with a disability in a manner that is respectful, helpful and accommodating
Promotes and demonstrates the use of accessible technology hardware and software, eg. Zoom Text, CNIB reader, etc.
Assists people in using the library's adaptive and assistive technology
Competency: Demonstrates a good working knowledge of the full range of programs and services offered by the library 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands the need to assist customers in navigating the library’s offerings

Offers suggestions to customers on programs and services that are relevant to their needs and interests
Stays current with new/changing programs and services by reading internal publications and frequently checking the library’s website. 
Competency: Demonstrates comfort in assisting users with the library's public access technology, peripherals, devices and networks
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands how to assist users with the library's public access computers, printers, scanners and photocopiers

Explains to users how to connect to the library's wireless network
Instructs users in the use of the computer access, reservation, time and print management systems
Understands and explains the security restrictions of the public computers and the user's options for saving files
Assists users with questions and troubleshooting relating to basic computer functionality, including: use of mouse, keyboard, printing, accessing the internet and downloading and saving files
Instructs users on how to access the library's online catalogue and e-resources.
 
Competency:  Demonstrates comfort in assisting users with personal portable devices
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Instructs users on how to access library resources on their personal devices, including smart phones, tablets, laptops and e-readers

Assists people in retrieving data from and storing data to portable devices or to web-based storage options
Assists users with connecting personal portable devices to the library's wireless network
Assists users with questions and troubleshooting relating to the downloading of e-books, e-audiobooks and videos. 
Competency: Applies effective techniques to address difficult situations with users
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Encourages users to follow library policies; applies good judgement when deviating from official policies and procedures

Treats  users' concerns  with respect and empathy
Maintains a calm, professional manner in difficult situations and applies effective communication techniques
Responds to complaints and problems shared online and in person  in a prompt and professional manner

Access Services
Competency: Understands and executes the basic operations of the circulation function
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Demonstrates general knowledge of the library automation systems and specific knowledge of the operations that apply to circulation procedures

Accurately performs circulation procedures for all library materials (check-in, check-out, renew, place holds etc.)
Accurately performs procedures for membership records including adding new members, updating records, processing fines and other financial transactions
Demonstrates knowledge of the OPAC (online catalog) and uses a variety of tactics to locate items in the collection (via subject heading, author, title, keyword searches, etc.)
Understands and follows provincial privacy legislation and  library policies and procedures with respect to user records
Keeps current with changes in library technology (eg. RFID), the automation systems and in circulation operations and policies 
Accurately performs procedures for shelving, shifting and shelf reading.
Competency: Assists users in making the best use of the library
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Explains and performs intra- and interlibrary loan procedures,  resource sharing, and reserves and other options  for obtaining materials not available in the library

Understands and explains service options available to customers, including customers with disabilities e.g., renewing items, checking membership status
Understands, explains and adheres to circulation and resource sharing policies and procedures, including copyright issues
Is able to appropriately solve problems and issues that arise  in the performance of duties at the circulation desk (fines and fees, lost items, policy issues).

Readers’ Advisory
Competency: Assists users with choosing popular and recreational reading, viewing and listening choices
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Demonstrates a broad knowledge of the library’s collection and materials of interest to library readers

Demonstrates knowledge about publishing trends and is on top of the book buzz
Reads widely and demonstrates the ability to formulate connections between resources, and converse with users about the resources
Understands the theory of appeal, listens carefully to information elicited from the user and bases recommendations on an interpretation of what appeals to the user
Communicates succinctly but effectively the character and appeal of a book, both in writing and speaking
Identifies and suggests a selection of materials that align with what appeals to the user
Uses Web tools (blogs, wikis, social networks) to encourage participation and contributions from readers
Seeks feedback from readers on recommended materials and adjusts future recommendations accordingly
Treats equally and without bias all requests for readers’ advisory assistance
Creates booklists, read-alikes, book-talks, displays and other tools to assist users with finding materials of interest and increase access to library resources
Engages with users virtually as well as face-to-faces for readers' advisory interactions
Uses social networking sites and tools to spark conversations with community members about titles, authors and reading
Competency: Develops strategies to stay well-informed as a readers’ advisor
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Uses a variety of online and print readers’ advisory resources to identify materials

Maintains a knowledge of major new authors, fiction genres, nonfiction subjects and current releases
Participates in conversations with colleagues as a means of exchanging information about reading interests
Keeps current with popular culture through a variety of channels
Connects with professional communities to seek and share best practices for readers’ advisory.
Reference
Competency: Facilitates library users’ requests for information
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Practices effective reference interviewing skills, in person or online,  (soliciting additional input, gauging unstated needs, etc.) to best fulfill a user’s actual needs 

Addresses users’ requests for assistance with confidentiality and  without bias across the spectrum of age, race, gender, ethnicity, ability or economic status
Understands information seeking behaviours, the variety of ways people ask for assistance, and the possibility that patrons won’t ask for assistance
Demonstrates strong interpersonal communication skills, including welcoming manner, active listening and nonjudgmental response
Acknowledges users’ knowledge and involves users as partners in seeking information and choosing resources
Answers questions knowledgeably, providing information of an appropriate scope and reading level
Identifies opportunities for instruction and empowers users to improve their own information-seeking ability
Provides support for users and their self-directed learning endeavors
Is comfortable with the concept of roving reference, and has the skills to facilitate this type of service
Evaluates the success of the reference interaction through feedback from staff, users and other stakeholders.
Competency: Provides search and retrieval of requested information and presents results that are clear and of appropriate scope
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Demonstrates knowledge of the reference collection, including both print and online resources

Identifies the best kind of resource (print, database, Web) to use to offer assistance
Demonstrates the ability to use multiple resources and search strategies in order to perform effective search queries
Continues the reference interview process with users to refine the search or topic as appropriate
Synthesizes information from a variety of resources and evaluates results for quality and accuracy
Customizes the answer to meet the user’s specific needs and characteristics and ensures that the user understands the results
Understands the advantages and limitations of federated search
Recognizes the limits of library resources and refers users or questions to other libraries, individuals or agencies as appropriate.
Uses current technology tools for research and makes exploration of new tools and platforms an ongoing effort
Patron Training
Competency: Provides informal instruction and assistance to build skills of library users
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Perceives needs of users for “just in time” learning and demonstrates readiness to assist at the level of need

Identifies and makes available tutorials and other resources for users’ self-paced learning
Assists library users with searching the library’s catalog and databases and helps them develop the ability to recognize an information need, meet it and evaluate the results
Assists users in accessing and navigating the Internet, understanding common security protocols, locating resources, and downloading and saving files of all types
Assists users with Web-based e-mail programs (sign up, create or reply to messages, manage contacts, attach files, identify spam and phishing messages)
Demonstrates patience and empathy for learners, and practices active listening.
Recognizes a user’s need for formal learning and identifies appropriate opportunities in the library’s class schedule or through other community organizations.

Marketing of Collections
Competency:  Maximizes the appeal of the collection through displays and finding aids
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:      
	Understands the psychology of shopping and browsing, and accommodates these preferences in creating displays and browsing collections

Creates a dynamic rotation of appealing displays and tracks their popularity and use
Provides read-alike lists and suggestions for reading customers
Creates and uses QR codes and shelf-talkers to link read-alikes and to assist with discovery
Maintains well-stocked browsing collections for the convenience of customers
In collaboration with staff, identifies website enhancements for the use of readers (new book kiosk, My list, etc.).
 Competency:  Engages readers to discuss books and reading
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Uses social media to market titles, genres, and read-alikes

Participates in or endorses community reading programs, Canada Reads, etc.
Initiates dialogue with readers about their interests, likes and dislikes.


Programming
Competency: Develops and Delivers engaging adult programs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Pursues new ideas and experiments in order to create interesting and engaging programs

Investigates the options for programs through research, benchmarking with similar organizations, consulting with colleagues, focus groups, etc.
Understands traditions and  trends in library programming; tracks developments and potential in areas such as gaming and maker spaces
Develops programs to acknowledge and celebrate the cultural diversity of the community
Actively involves users in planning, implementing and evaluating programs
Identifies program venues outside of the library
Identifies opportunities to collaborate with other departments, community organizations and individuals on creating programs.
Competency: Delivers young adult programs to achieve stated outcomes
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Demonstrates comfort and enthusiasm when leading activities with young adults

Influences group dynamics in programs and meetings with young adults
Understands how to make programs accessible to young adults with special needs
Fosters a positive atmosphere, one that respects and values diversity
Creates opportunities for youth leadership
Selects the appropriate style of program delivery based on an understanding of the audience
Leads the young adult advisory group to tangible outcomes.
Competency: Delivers children’s programs to achieve stated outcomes
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands how to format an engaging program

Maintains a repertoire  of traditional and contemporary songs, rhymes and finger plays for use in story time
Demonstrates comfort and enthusiasm in delivering programs for children of all ages
Understands early literacy skills and incorporates actives into programs which support early literacy skills development
Understands how to make programs accessible and inclusive to children with special needs
Demonstrates skills for handling and redirecting disruptive behaviour of children and caregivers in a positive manner.


Marketing
Competency:  Employs a variety of marketing and promotional tactics to raise awareness of the library and its programs and services  
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Acts as an ambassador for the library in every interaction

Creates posters and handouts for programs and events
Develops print and online newsletters, designed for target audiences
Designs and creates displays
Liaises with community partners to raise awareness of the library and offer library support for community initiatives 
Organizes open houses and tours.  

Technology Core Competencies
Competency:  Performs basic functions of e-mail applications
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Receives, opens, forwards as needed, or deletes e-mail messages
	Composes or replies to, addresses and sends e-mail messages
	Understands appropriate e-mail use and etiquette
	Sends, receives and saves attachments
	Manages addresses/contacts, and extended absence messages
	Creates folders and files messages for retrieval as needed
	Identifies and uses web-based e-mail programs as well as desktop e-mail applications
	Creates and inserts saved signatures when appropriate.


Competency:  Performs basic calendar operations and task management
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Creates, accepts and sets recurring appointments
	Sets reminders for calendar items
	Plans and schedules meetings and invites attendees
	Creates and manages task lists.





Competency:  Understands and uses basic computer hardware and peripherals
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands basic technology terminology
	Recognizes and understands the functions of basic computer components (computer, monitor, keyboard, mouse, power supply, printer, scanner)
	Performs basic operations on computer hardware (plug in, start-up, shut-down, reboot, mouse functions, keyboard functions, uses headphones and speakers)
	Recognizes common removable storage devices (CD or DVD disks, USB drives, floppy disk) and identifies the appropriate drives
	Performs basic troubleshooting procedures for computer hardware and peripherals
	Understands the set-up and use of data projectors and other audio-visual equipment used for library programming
	Performs basic printer maintenance tasks (start-up, load paper and cartridges, clear paper jam). 

Competency:  Understands and performs basic operating system functions
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Performs basic operating system functions (logs on/logs off, launches programs from the desktop or menu, uses multiple open windows, deletes files)
	Performs common file and folder management tasks and recognizes common file extensions
	Performs basic computer maintenance tasks (e.g., empties “trash” or “recycle bin,” restores files from trash, runs virus checks).

Competency:  Understands and performs basic functions and tasks of common software programs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Identifies different types and uses of common software applications
	Performs the manipulations common to most applications (open/close, maximize, scroll, print, etc.)
	Understands and uses the features common to most applications (menus, toolbars, taskbar, Help menu, product version information, etc.)
	Performs basic procedures to analyze and address software application problems
	Locates and opens basic accessibility applications:  magnification, narration, virtual keyboard, etc.
	Determines the most appropriate software application for the task at hand (i.e. word processing vs. spreadsheet)
	Shares content between compatible software applications (e.g. copies an Excel pie chart into a Word document)
	Converts items to PDF format, ensuring consistent formatting and display when shared or published online.

 
Competency:  Performs basic printing operations from common applications
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Identifies printers available for a given workstation, changes default network printer when required
	Identifies local versus networked printers
	Adjusts the set-up, previews print jobs and performs print operations.


Competency:  Demonstrates beginner-level proficiency with word processing programs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Creates, opens and saves files
	Selects, cuts, copies, pastes or deletes text
	Performs operations to structure, format, spell-check and print documents.


Competency:  Demonstrates beginner-level proficiency with spreadsheet programs
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands the basic structure of workbooks, worksheets, rows and columns
	Enters, saves, edits, finds and replaces, and filters data and text
	Inserts rows, columns and worksheets
	Copies and moves cells and worksheets
	Applies basic formatting to cells.


Competency: Demonstrates a general understanding of all the technologies utilized by the library: e.g. catalogue, website, social media etc.
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Searches the catalogue competently
	Understands the variety of access points in the library’s catalogue (author, subject, keyword)
	Navigates the basic ILS modules with ease (circulation, membership, catalogue)
	Navigates the library’s website knowledgeably.


Competency:  Understands and uses the Internet and the World Wide Web
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands the basic structure of the Internet and the World Wide Web (websites and web pages)
	Identifies and uses common browsers for accessing the web; understands and uses URLs
	Uses common functions of web browsers (navigation buttons, scroll, add “bookmarks” or “favorites,” print)
	Troubleshoots connections to internet and network connectivity, and understands how the internet service is provided and who to contact for technical support (name of internet host, municipal contact)
	Downloads and saves files from the Internet, including image, audio and video
	Downloads e-books and audiobooks and performs troubleshooting on e-readers and other handheld reading devices.

Competency:  Performs basic information searches
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Identifies and uses search engines, web directories and online databases
	Evaluates information for quality and credibility
	Demonstrates familiarity with a variety of search strategies (keyword, Boolean operators, phrase searching)
	Utilizes the Find feature to locate information on a web page.

Competency:  Understands common security protocols related to Internet use                 
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Understands the purpose of anti-virus and anti-spam software
	Identifies pop-up windows and blocks or allows them as necessary
	Understands the function of cookies
	Recognizes secure transaction sites and understands what type of activities are conducted there
	Understands and applies the library’s computer and Internet usage policies.

Competency:  Understands and uses common social networking and online collaboration tools
Associated Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
	Locates and reads blogs and listens to podcasts; demonstrates familiarity with micro-blogging (Twitter)
	Demonstrates familiarity with instant messaging tools (Skype, Yahoo Messenger), social networking sites (Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace) and social bookmarking (Delicious, Diigo)
	Demonstrates familiarity with photo-sharing (Flickr, Instagram, Pinterest, ShutterFly), music-sharing (Last.fm, Jango, iTunes) and video-sharing (YouTube)
	Demonstrates familiarity with online file-sharing and collaboration tools (GoogleDocs, wikis, LibraryThing, Dropbox, Slideshare)
	Demonstrates familiarity with RSS and feedreaders (Google Reader, Bloglines) or other means to manage feeds
	Uses webconferencing programs for synchronous, online meetings or learning
	Identifies and uses help menus, tutorials and support communities to acquire the necessary skills
	Locates and follows information sources to stay informed of new technologies and social tools.


